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The principles by which the atmospheric properties of
an unkno_ planetary atmosphere can be deduced from
responses of a probe vehicle entering the atmosphere ,,c,_,,o.-_,
are developed. Experiments to determine atmospheric
1
density and pr__ssure _s fvnetions of altitude, and to _ _
_etect and determine quantities of selected gases in _ (_
the at.dosphere are examined in detail. Accuracies _ _" (_
and ex_periment problem areas are treated, o"
. " _! I
The atmospheric density and pressure my be determined _ _
with very good accuracy during hypersonic flight, from _ ._ _)
altitudes of several h_ndred thou_and feet to ground :.
level, by measurement of three components of vehicle _ _ - _JD
acceleration supplemented in the terminal phase by *- -_
measurements of pitot and static pressure and atmos-
pheric temperature. The accuracy, ease of data anal-
ysis, and minimization of total data qus_ntity are all
favorably affected by choice of probe configurations
which do not develop lift and _ich have drag coeffi-
cient independent of Mach number, Reynolds number, gas
composition, and angle of attack. These considera- (_ "tions strongly suggest that the probe geometry should _-" =
be spherical. Other geometries having approximately _ '- _,
the aerodynamic properties desired are discussed.
The approach to the detection of atmospheric species I
is by spectrometry of selected wave lengths of emis- -
sion from the hot atmospheric gases in the shock
layer. Laboratory studies and theory have shown that ]
very bright emission behind the bow wave in atmospheres
of nitrogen and carbon dioxide is associated with the 2f
cyanogen radical, and detection of the violet band sys-
tem would constitute direct evidence for nitrogen in'
the atmosphere. The quantity can be _educed. Other
radiometers to measure the nitric oxide and argon
radiations are dicussed.
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IITfRODUCTION
The use of entry vehicle responses for measuring the properties of planetary
atmospheres provides measurement techniques that are both direct and simple,
permits the study of upper atmospheric properties as well as low level prop-
erties, and does not requile parachute deployment or landing survival to
succeed. I A study of this approach to the exploration of the Mars atmosphere
has indicated that use of accelerometers, pressure and temperature sen_ors,
and narrow band radiometers in a spherical probe can provide much useful
informatio_ on the structure and composition of the atmosphere. 2 The prezent
paper will extend the discussion of these experiments to present more com-
pletely the underlying basis, the difficulties, and the accuracy analysis.
._hasis is on the atmosphere of Mars.
_"ASUREMENTS OF ALTrT_bq)EPROFILF_ OF ATMOSPHERIC D_SITY, PRESSURE, _ND
T_.MPERATURE
It will be useful for the later discussion to review the principles of
atmospheric measurements from a probe entering the atmosphere at speeds that
are high compared to the speed of sound, and to establish the kinds of meas-
urements that are and are not most useful. The vehicle is enveloped by a
shock layer in which the state properties have been considerably altered from
smbient values. The presstu'e and temperature in this layer may be repre-
sented by*
p = p_ + POJ_/2 (i)l
F -- Cp = + (vZ/2)(1- cos2 s) :(2)
L
from which the terms introducing difference between ambient (sub _) and
shock layer (no subscript) properties may be identified, in Eq. (I), e.g.,
the second term on the right is the difference p - p_, which, at high flight
speeds, is normally large compared to p . It may be considered either as a
correction to the measured pressure for obtaining the ambient pressure or
(more profitably if p_ is negiigible compared to p) the measured p_essure
m_y be considered a direct measure of the atmospheric density. The pressure
coefficient P is of the order of 1 for blunt bodies, and even for sharp-
nosed slender bodies, Where P may be close to O, the variations in the cor-
rection term due to angle of attack, Msch number, Reynolds number, and gas
composition can be large compared to the ambient pressure. Hence, measure-
ments of pressure in the shock layer are inherently not descriptive of the
. ambient pressure_ depending instead sensitively on the aerodynamics
(coefficient P) and the velocity.
Simi).arly,_the_difference between the measured enthalpy and the ambient
enthalpy, h - h , is proportional to V_2, and, at _the high speeds charac-
teristic of planetary entry, is large compared to h . This is true even
for slender bodies (6 --O) if they have blunted tips, a case for which
' Eq. (2) fails to estimate the temperature closely. Most important, however,
the temperature measured either on the insulated vehicle surface or on a
sensor projecting into the flow is approximately the flow total temperature,
' '*'Notationis given at end of paper ........
\ ". -2-
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given by setting 5 = 90o in Eq. (2). These temperatures are very large
compared to ambient and provide a poor basis for estimating ambient values.
Thus, it is clear that measuring the state properties of gas -"_ the shock
layer is not an attractive way of studying the undisturbed atmosphere from
a hypersonic probe vehicle. This is a well-known fact of long standing among
high speed aerodynamicists and those who have made measurements of the Earth's
upper atmosphere from high speed vehicles.
The vehicle deceleration, however, _.:-ovidesa direct and ac_.urate basis for
measuring ambient density and pressure, if properly applied. The famil:_ar
relationship bet_._eengasdynamic drag and _mbient density
D = CD(I/2D_t_2A) (3)
plus Ne_on's second law of motion
D = "mas (4)
lead to the equation for density
Poo= -2(mlCDA) (aslVoo2) • (5)
A basic difference between Eqs. (i) and (5) is that in Eq. (i) the quantity
measured is subject to a large correction to obtain the quantity desired,
whereas in Eq. (5), the quantity measured (acceleration) is directly propor-
tional to the quantity desired. This equation has teen used as the basis for
accurate measurements of the density of the Earth's upper atmosphere.S, 4
The ambient pressure may be obtained by integrating the density to obtain the
weight of the atmosphere from altitude h to the upper altitude limit of the
sensible atmosphere
Poo = _ _ (6)
and the RT product of the atmosphere is then kno_.m from the gas law
RT_ = Poo/Ooo (7)
Given the mol/cular weight of the atmospheric gases, the temperature also /
becomes known.
To obtain the ambient density from Eq. (5), however, one must know the vehi-
cle nass m, frontal area A_ drag Coefficient CD, and velocity _V at the
instant of measurement, and must also be able to distinguish between the drag
acceleration and that _omponent of acceleration which is due to lift, since
the entry body will in general e_perience oscillations in angle of attack.
The nBss and area are known exactly_ except for ablation effects which are
minor and can be estimated for speeds of entry into the near planets. The
. other three factors merit discussion, i.
"3-
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The drag coefficient must be considered a function of four of the entry
variables, the Mach number, the Reynolds number, the gas composition, and.the
angle of attack. For the general case, then, these four variables must be
defined at every instant of measurement to permit the definition of density
by Eq. (5). One can also imagine an ideal case in which CD is independent
of these variables. While a perfect independence of _ch uumber, Reynolds
number, and gas composition cannot be realized, blunt lo_J-fineness-ratio
bodies in the supersonic-hypersonic speed range have dimensionless pressure
distributions _rhichare nearly independent of Mach numoer and also have little
viscous drag and therefore little dependence on Reynolds number (Figs. 1 and
2) .s-9 They are, in addition, relatively insensitive to gas compositionZ°, 11
(Fig. 3). The use of such bodies in density measurements is of advantage,
i.o _oo
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Fig. 1 Insensitivity to Mach Number of the Drag Coefficients of
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since it improves the precision of the density and relaxes the necessity for
iterative data reduction and accurate supplementary information. In con-
trast, CD is considerably more variable for slender bodies, the sensitivity
to Mach number and angle of attack being typically as shown in Fig. 4. The
data in Figs. l-h include some previously unpublished measurements by B. J.
Short_ J. Terry_ D. Kirk, and P. Intrieri of Ames Research Center along with
data from the references cited.
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Invariance of drag coefficient with angle of attack is a special property,
possessed perfectly by only one configuration, the sphere. However, it can
be found approximately in configurations having zero lift curve slope, since
to a good order of approximation, the coefficient of drag increase with
angle of attack is the lift curve slope.
cD--cD =o  (8)
An example of such a configuration is the cone of 45_ half-angle, or the
round-nosed cone of about the same half-angle. At large angles of attack:
variations in CD will occur, since the lift curve slope does not renain
zero for all attitudes. Those configurations having CD nearly independent
of attitude will greatly simplify the measurement and data reduction problems.
For bodies which develop lift, resolution of the accelerations is needed to
interpret the data. Thus, in the sketch, the body axis (x axis) is at an
Sketch(a)
angle _ relative to the flight or wind direction leading to a lift force L
in addition to the drag D, their resultant being F. The resultant accelera-
tion is resolved by accelerometers on the center of gravity into components
normal to the body axis ay and along the body axis ax. The angle of attack
is unknown except as it is defined by the accelerometer data, and it can be
shown that
= tan "I ay/ax - tan "I L/D (9)
where av and ax are the acceleration components along the body-fixed y and x
axes, an_ the angle whose tangent is L/D has been designated @ in the
sketch. The angle _ is a ftmction of the angle of attack _0=tan -I L/D= _0(_)
. and the functional relationship may be defined by wind-tunnel measurements.
This function may vary with Mach number, Reynolds number, and gas composition.
When angle of attack is established, the desired drag acceleration is obtained
* from
-6-
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as = ax cos _ + &y sin _ (i0)
Alternatively, one could analyze the data in terms of the resultant accelera-
tion, replacing CD by CF in Eq. (5), and as by aF. Equation (9) is still
needed to define _, since CF is generally a strong function of _. With
configurations developing no lift, considerable simplification is realized;
Eq. (9) reduced to tan c_ = ay/ax, and no wind-tunnel data are used in the
analysis. These equations have, for simplicity, been written for two dimen-
sions, but are readily generalizable to three.
The definition of velocity for every instant of measurement remains to be
considered. Three approaches will be discussed, and in an actual case, all
three could be used in supplementary fashion. Since the accelerometers
needed for determining the density are available, it is possible to integrate
the pathwise (drag) component over time:kto track the velocity. The velocity
at entry is known from tracking the trajectory through interplanetary space,
and the velocity equation after entry is
/otV = VE + as dt (ii)
where as is negative. While this approach would seem to be completely
• adequate, the accuracy must be considered when V becomes small compared to
VE. The velocity is then the small difference between two nearly equal num-
bers, VE and the integral. Errors in the integral must be limited to the
• le a'lof acceptable errors in the velocity. This will be illustrated sub-
sequently in its effect on the density determination.
Other approaches to measuring velocity are by Doppler tracking of the entry
probe from its radio communication signal, and airspeed indication by pitot
and static pressure measurements. The former has two problems associated
with it. One is the radio communication blackout, during which no informa-
tion is obtained. This means that Doppler tlacking cannot be used to do the
precise and continuous definition of atmospheric density considered herein.
It has been shown, however, that with interpolation techniques to cover the l
period of blackout, the complete atmosphere can be defined with relatively
good success by means of Doppler data alone if it is sufficiently accurate. 12
The Doppler inlormation is obtained primarily before entry and after the
velocity has dropped below about i0,000 ft/sec. Thus, it is a useful supple-
ment to the aceelerometer data which lose accuracy at the lower speeds. The
other problem of the Doppler measurement is that it gives only the component
of velocity along the line of communication. The complete motion must there-
fore be synthesized from the data in a trajectory analysis.
Pitot and static pressure measurements can be used to indicate the velocity
below sonic speed precisely where it is most important to supplement the
accelerometer velocity data. For low speed incompressible flow, Bernoulli's
principle provides the well-known basis for determining velocity from pitot
and static pressure measurements:
%. i/2pj °Pt" (12)
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With the gas law, this equation is solved for velocity in terms of the
quantities measured which must include the ambient temperattu-e.
--J 2(pt/p-1)R%
For Mach numbers above 0.5, it is advisable to use the compressible flow
equivalent of Eq. (13)
Voo = J217/( 7 -i)][(pt/Poo)(7-z)/7 - I]RTc_ (14)
The velocity is seen to depend on the gas properties 7 and R. Thus, it's
measurement interacts with determination of atmospheric composition, or_
alternativeiy_ depends on the existence of relatively accuratg esti._tes of
7 and R. For accuracy, the data should be corrected also for vehic. _,atti-
tude at the instant of measurement. Attitude is obtainable either from the u
accelerometers (see above) or from readings of symmetrically placed pressure
orifices. In any case, these corrections are quite small for Mach numbers
below O. 5.
Once velocity history is defined from entry to impact, it will provide the
altitude as a function of time:
h = _ timpact (V sin e)dt (15)
u t
The angle e is the flight-path angle relative to horizontal, so that
V sin e is the vertical component of velocity. Errors in altitude deter-
mination are minimize_ oy use of vertical entry, e = 90o • _rz-ors in deter-
mining altitude will be discussed below.
With the above general features of the problem established_ we now proceed
to three special topics:
i. A very important interaction of the vehicle angular motion with the
necessary data quantity.
2. A special gasdynamic problem of the spherical configuration.
3. 0ver-all accuracy of the profile of atmospheric density with altitude.
Effect of Vehicle Angular Motion on Necessary Data Quantity
The angular motion during entry of the atmospheric probe about its center of
gravity depends on its initial attitude and angular rates about the three
axes, as well as on the atmospheric properties and the gasdynamic stability
of the probe.Z3, z4 Three typical motions are shown in Fig. 5: (a) a planar
motion, obtained when the initial displacement and angular rate are confined
to a single axis, (b) a damped circular precessing motion, obtained when the
initial angular momentum is confined to the spin axis and there is an initial
misalinement of that axis with the flight direction, (c) a more complicated
gyroscopic motion 2obtaiaed when the initial angular momentum is not confined
to the spin axis. The frequency of these motions for typical Mars entry con-
. dit_ons withsmall atmospheric probes is of the order of 5 to i0 cps at
maximum dynamic pressure.
-8-
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Fig. 5 Typical Vehicle Angular Motions During Entry
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Fig. 5 Concluded
Since the drag coefficient is in general a function of the attitude 3 it
undergoes cyclic variations at twice the £requency of the attitude oscilla-
tions, and causes the drag acceleration _o oscillate with time. The ampli- ",
tude and frequency of the resulting oscillations in the acceleration history _ ;_
for the planar motion case of Fig. 5(a) are shown _n Fig. 6. For the damped _ ;_-
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Fig. 6 Amplitude and Frequency of uscillatlon_ in the Acceleration
' History for an Entry Vehicle Undergoing the Motion of Fig. 5(a)
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.... circ,_l_r precession, case 5(b), there _.-ouidbe no oscillating component, but _:
_ stc_/, variation _" drag coefficient -:ith _*_-_"-__._.___ ....a _the motion _'_-=COm__--
_.__:_ de.:m_e'_..The-::Ii"",tfoal"T.rece_zion, c-- -:_.... p...-(_,:-"1.,u"-'--_" _o.:]__t-...._'-_"_.:e_._'":_.__
O...... u-O.
_j - The >-_ur;_t--determination of ve!oc_t_...._: integr_-tion of ¤èXd --_;_-_'-:_-.-
_- reuuirez that the os-"-i._.lati_atcele_ztion uattern b._ doe_,_ a, or, equiva-
_:_ lently, tna-_the _,plitude pattern anS. frequency of a_4_u_larmotion be de?ined
_. -$ function_ to time. _andomly timed readings of the _a-ag__cceleration _t
__-_._- interv_!s zo_nzr_ole to or io_er than the period of oscillation can differ
_ appreci__t_.-.-_'ro:_,the instantaneous "::-_..nva]._e of acc_!eration_ _nd seriously
degrade the_definition, of velocit/. To define the oscillating pattern
r_uire_. _ccordi._ to ballistic range o--_ =
_ _.. __.=no_, about three or four read-
ir4_sFar c.u±-_- e.=_.,:_.-ithfrequencl: of I£ eps., 50 readings p__ _....
:.,_d__._.......__ c-'"this high data rate for missions -._herethe co...=_u'c_nication
_-_ is to oe comnieted Drier to L_%uacu- ca,_.be avoided i_.-_t ,_e:-"-_u._o::__%... ...:.._<.-s.
_;-" _- if the motion can _'_confined to the pure!:; circular precession, the readir4_
_--: rate c?.nbe reduced to the mi[ [mum necessaa'y to establish the smooth accei-
t_.o-_, oration curve and the angular amFlitude history,, perhans_ as fm.;as t.::o_-_oad-
- in_s per second. To achieve this solution requires control over the initial
conditions at entry, i.e., reduczion of initial an_u!lar momentum about pitch
_. _ and ya_ axes to re/7 small values compared to the spin momentum. This should
_/ ".be achievable by careful design of the probe release system. _
_::= The body _el co_tan£ drag coefficient, independent of attitude, provides the
_i i. second m_ean'sof.reducing the data rate- '"
-_hen the drag :coefficient is con- _
stant, the oscillati-ons in the acceleration disappear, and the reading rate _
•_ tun again be chosen on the basis of-other considerations The-reduction of
_ .readin_orate by an order of magnitude is, for comm,_nicaticn at the distances
_:t__-o# p!_{netary missions, a sizable advantage and one certainl_ worth realizing
..:---by_. one or the other of these approaches.
_,_-_-
A C-asdy.namicProblem of the Sphere
_: The ad-¢anta_es of constant draj coefficient, independent of angle of attach,_.:- and zero or negligible lift-force de-¢elopment have be 0escribed. They are
_:_-_ considerable, -both for substantially reducing the total d_ta conm_unicated and
_ for simplifying_ and m_ing more precise the analysis of the atmospheric data.
_<_ .-_TSese considerations strongly suggest the use of an atmospheric probe of
_ spherical chape, which possesses Complete ro_ational symmetry and therefore
has external aerodynamics fully independent ¢-fattitude. TM The spherical
_,. probe considered has its .mass offset forward, however, to maintain a given
st_bla attit_d_ so as to present the instrumentation, heat shield, and
_ : struct,_e to the shock layer in a preferred rather th_n an unc0ntrolied
___ _ fashion. It is asst_._edin this arg_m_ent that such a sphere develops no
_., steady lift force.
_ ii'( The asst_ption_of zero lift is not, however, entirely supported by _the
-_: observational data of which a considerable amount is available for
_i:__ spheres._6,17 While much of this data is qualitative, the presence of a
< .lift-generating mechanism is clear, at least for subsonic speeds and Reynoldsnumbers from about 50,000 to 200,000. One example of this is in the behavior
_' . of a n..onspinn!ngbaseball, the so-called "knuckle oall," which is well hno_.m
mnong-ball players-to e.'.'hibitvery erratic flight patterns in its path to
- ' -1l- .
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the batter. Of course, the bsseball is not perfectly smooth and symmetrical,
having seams, but in light of the other evidence it seems likely that the
cause of its erratic motion would be present for the smooth condition also,
and we have referred to the lift production _ the knuckle-ball effect.
Similar erratic motion may be observed by droppi_ a ball bearing or marble
in a water tank of sufficient depth, e.g., a s_._immingpool. Another exai_le
is the swerving motion exhibited by smooth weather balloons during ascent.
The lift production is attributable to unsymmetrical separation of the
boundary layer from the sphere at stations near the maximum diameter where it
leaves the body to form the wake. The pressure along the bounding streamline
of the separated flow tends to assume the value on the body at the point of
separation, so that differences in separation point on opposite sides of the
body introduce differences in pressure distribution which lead to lift. The
Reynclds number r_-4_e in which the effect is normally observed is +.helaminar
boundar7 layer regime, and little is kno_ about whether it would be present
with turbulent boundary leyer, or whether it is an event connected with tran-
sition between the two. It may be that tripping the boundary layer with
roughness would bring about the desired symmetry of flow and pressure distri-
bution. These things are being studied at Ames Research Center. A shadow-
graph showing asymmetrical separation is reproduced in Fig. 7(a).
(a) = o.73
Fig. 7 Shadowgraphs of Flow Separation on Sphere
At supersonic and hypersonic speeds, there is evidence to show that the lift
production is zero or negligible. Greater symmetry is evidenced in flow
separation patterns, Fig. 7(b). No measurable amount of swerve or erratic
flight motion is detected in ballistic range tests, Fig. 8. Finally, and
most convincing, data obtained on the density of the Earth's atmosphere from
the deceleration of spherical bodies show very small scatter and good con-
sistency at these speeds, deterio_-ating to show scatter at low speeds.4
• Hence, the problem seems to be asscc__ated with low speed flow only.
-12-
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Fig. 7 Concluded
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What is _,e implication of this effect for tl'eplanetary atmosphere
experiments? It is c_ear that densit:_7data fro:uaccelerometerz :ould be
considerably degraded _'::itherrors up to pei-haF3 a factor of 2) hy the
presence of an unknot.m, f!uctuc_ irE.lift force if'it _r _ comparable in
magnitude to the di-ag, it is also c_.ear that error :._ouldbe introduceCt into
the integration of acceleration to _rack the velocity. Ho:.'ever,if these
effects are limited to subsonic _-_eeco_,they do not in fact cause proble:?-s,
since the primar 2"dependence at subsonic speeds is on direct meact_er.lentof
static pressure and temperab_e and on velocitl._determinatioG by airspeed
indication or Doppler shift of the _co_mr.unicationsignal. Thus, if th_ fluc-
tuating lift occurs only in this speed range, it does not degrade tlledata.
::Iorkis in progress at Ame_ Research Center to test these conclusions, and t_
illuminate more fully the basic nature of the effect, if possible. This _or;:
-includes free drops of spherical bodies from aircraft, with accelerometer and
other instrumentat4on on board. In addition, we remain interested in other
bodies ..-_x......have CE neexly independent of angle of a_'-_._, and s_%__ Izft",
such as the conical bo,i_es referred to earlier. These configurations, while
they do not possess perfectly the symmetry, constancy of CD, and absence of
systematic lift generation of the sphere, have the a_¢antage of having a
definite location of flow separation at the body base, and are thus free of
the unsymmetrical separated flow effects that cause fluctuating lift.
_ror Analysis
t
In the early portion of this paper te'chniques _._eredescribed for determining _'
the atmospheric structure (i.e., density and pressure as functions of altitude)
using on-board mgasurements of deceleration, pitot pressure, static pressure, :
and ambient temperature. "It is appropriate, at this point, to discuss the
accuracy with which the atmospheric structure_can be defined by these measure-
ments. I_dring the high speed _.ortion of the entry, atmospheric density and
pressure and entry vehicl_ altitude are determined from the vehicle decelera-
tion. Errors in these quantities have been analyzed on the assumption that a
bias error of a given fraction of the full-scale range exists in the acceler-
ometer. Bias errors are emphasized because _chey are more instrumental in
causing error in the density, pressure, and altitude than are.random errors .°f _.
the same magnitude. The latter tend to be averaged or cancelled out in the
data smoothing.
The effect of accelerometer bias on density, pressure, velecity,_and altitude
can be determined by taking the partial derivative _.zithrespect to accelera-
tion of the expressions for those quantities as given in Eqs. (5), (6), (ll),
and (15). It is convenient,to express the resulting errors in density and
pressure as fractions of the values of density and pressure. The resulting
express.4ons for errors due to accelerometer bias have been determined under
- the assumption that flight-path angle, 9, is constant during the entry, and
are given by:
J
aO = +- (z6)
o -14-
• w
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:t ast
= _ (17)
_o t as
-V dt
t2. _ t2
impact sin 0 _9. (18)
_-hZha = - 2
These errors due to '_.n accelerometer bias of 0.i percent of the maximum _.
deceleration measured are sho_rn as a function of velocity in Fig. 9. A :-
._m_m=.25 slug/It 2 ACCELEROMETERBIAS=.O01Clmax ;_
_ CDA
.4 I ATMOSPHERE OE -..
- po,mb H, ft ht,ft .,
Ap 50 55,600 0 60 °
., _-'.2 II 22,200 82,300 90 ° -- •
- s
c
(a) Density Errort
b
;
; .2
4
P
0 :
u
(b) Pressure Error
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40,000
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(c). Altitude Error
Fig. 9 Errors in Atm0srheric Structure Determination Due go
_cceJ.erometer Bias
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vertical entry into a small scale height atmosphere and a 60° entry into a
large scaly height atmosphere were chosen to illustrate the range of errors
to be expected from this source. Note that density and pressure are deter-
mined within 6 percent over virtually the entire velocity range do_n to
0.2 VE. The altitude determination for entry into the low scale height atmos-
phere is excellent; that for the large scale height, however, is in serious
error. This is the result of the long time spent at low speeds where the
velocity, and hence the altitude, determination given by the accelerometers
is poor. Since errors in altitude are, in a sense_ equivalent to errors in
density or pressure, the error in altitude sho_m for the large scale height
atmosphere is considered unacceptable and the additional measurements dis-
cussed earlier are necessary in the low speed portion of the entry.
From the measurements during subsonic flight of pitot and static pressure and
ambient temperatures, the density may be calculated from the equation of state
(eq. (7))- Inspe_: ion of this equation shows that fractional errors in den-
sity will be equal to fractional errors in pressure, temperature, and gas
constant _(in the small error ra_@e). Sources of error in the determination of
subsonic velocity, and hence altitude, will, in addition, include that due to
uncertainty in specific heat ratio, 7. Expressions for the error in altitude
can be derived by taking the partial derivative of Eq. (14) with respect to
the quantity in question and substituting the result in the following equation
for altitude error: : -
timpact'2
,, -2_h = I AV sin e dt (19)
C, _ T
The resulting expressions for error in altitude due to the carious sources _
are as follows: __
1 Z_ h _ = (2C)zkhZ_ -2 R
, (211lZkT
= h
' = _'--I-A7 f timpact 1 V sin e dt (22)
(Pt/P)7 __1
"I
timpact-'"_ (._t_-z,I 7=/'./1 APt' V sin e dt (23)
_hAPt _ t Pt
F_, -Ah_._ = - timpact &P V sin e dt (24) _
-mp
- dt . P
-16-
j _
C
C _
j/ .
- 0 - 2, '
I I !
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i_oot-sum-square errors in pressure, density, and altitude due to pressure ,
and temperature sensor bias of 1 percent and 5 percent, respectively, and
uncertainties in specific heat ratio andrgas constant of 5 percent and lO per-
cent, respectively, are shown in Fig. lO as a function of velocity from sonic
2Fap ....P 0 i i i z m
(a) Density Error
m/CDA =.25 slug/ft 2
.2 i" PRESSURE BIAS=.OI Pmox
Ap , •TEMPERATURE BIAS =.05 Tma x
P SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO
0 I J"'-"--'I--'----'T_---- I I _ UNCERTAINTY -.05)" "'
GAS CONSTANT UNCERTAINTY-.IOR
(b Pressure _ror _
_ ATMOSPHERE #E4000 •
fl t_" Po,mb H,ft ht,ft
Ah, ft / :50 55,600 0 60"
/ II 22,200 82,300 90 °2000 /
I _ I 'l *
0 .0 I- .02 .05 .04 .05 _"
V/V E L
(c) Altitude Error ,_
Fig. lO Errors in Atmospheric Structure Determination at Low Speed
Due to Errors in Pressure, Temperatlure, Specific Heat Ratio, and
Gas Constant
speed to impact speed. Note that the maximum error in altitude for entry
into the large scale height atmosPhere is only 4,000 feet from this source,
whereas the error, over the same velocity range, due to accelerometer bias _
is llO,O00 feet. _
Uncertainty in entry velocity _nd fllght-path angle will also affect the
accuracy of the results. However, studies of the guidance and tracking cap-
abilities of existing systems for _nterplanetary vehicles, as well as the
' maneuver required to separate the entry vehicle from the bus and place it on _
an impact traJectol_y with the planet, indicate that entry velocity will be
kr[own within a few feet per second and entry fllght-path angle within a few
degrees.
17 •
• • O
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As a test of the over-all definition of atmospheric density struct_re ti_at
might be achieved, analysis has been made including all of the factors d T:;-
cussed above. The results of these calculations are sho,,m in Fig. ii '-.'!_erc
rn/CoA • .25 Slug / fl z
10-4_ VE = 26,000 ft/sec
I "_",,,_ -- EXACTATMOSPHERE
i0- 5 "_"_ o CALCULATED ATMOSPHERE. 8E,90"
\ CAL OLAT OATMO P. RE
\ ATMOSPHERE
>-- _ _. "_ Po,mb H.ft ht,ft
_,o'" '_ ""_o ,o ,5,6oo oz '_ _ -II 22 200 82 3r)O
= \"_10 8
10-90 200,000 400,000 600,000
ALTITUDE, f|
T
Fig. ii 0ver-all Accuracy of Atmospheric Density Profile
the calculated density profiles are represented by the symbols:and are com-
pared with the "exact" atmospheres postulated. The definition is excellent
from ground level to the altitudes where the/ehicle is first able to sense
the atmosphere, which occurs at density levels of iO -5 of Earth sea-level
density.
Di
The technique of determining atmospheric density by dece?.eration measurements
on a spherical entry vehicle has been used with considerable success by the
University of Michigan s and the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratorie_ 4 in
the determination of Earth atmosphere density. In this case data _._re ,_
obtained by ejecting a small (7-inch diameter) metal sphere from a sounding .,
rocket at an altitude about 60 km. The spheres coasted up to maximum alti-
tudes near 200 km and measurements were made on both the upward and do_mward
legs of the trajectory. Results typical of these measurements are sho_m in
Fig. 12 which is reproduced from Ref. 4. The high quality of these results
is apparent and is evidence not only of the efficacy of the technique:but
also of the high quality of _,zorkand-attention to detail that the Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories invested in the meastmements.
DETECTION OF CHEMICAL SPECIES IN THE SHOCK lAYER BY SPECTROM_TRV
The atmospheric gases which pass through the bow wave of the entry body into
the shock layer are heated by s_hock compression to a very high::temperature at_
which molecular rotation and vibration and electronic energies above the
ground state are excihed with consequent radiative emission'in transitions to
lower-eflergy states. The characteristic wavelengths and intensities emitted
can be used to identify and determine number densities of the emi@ting species
in the shock layer, oh the ass_umption that Mars' atmosphere is composed
• largely of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, a considerable amount of laboratory
work and theoretical calculation has bee_ _performed to ,study the radiative
emissions of this type from these gas mixtures. Is-ml Use will be made cf
.j
_z
u
l .... I _ ' I lad
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these studies to show the potentialities of shock layer spectrometry for
quantitatively detecting the presence of selected atmospheric constituents.
,,. 1-'-T q*--I _v 7- r T-_T-
'-L! /1 ......I WNIII SINGSklll$iLt IlllIGJ. Nil iIKl_CO 1",O[N_ITY V_ GF.OMJTRIC AL'I'ITUD[
i0-_ ........ rrsmuJm_ i_. _S4 PeSOXo_qs ust
!:i:_!i tl j !Rt_. . ..
:£[J!o
G_oOl/_lilC AI.I"ITUDE Ikml
Fig. 12 Earth Atmosphere Density Profile as Determined by the
" Sphere Deceleration Measurements of Ref. 4
: Compared to the spectroscopic study of radiation from some other sources,
the measurement of shock layer radiation has one significant advantage which
should be pointed out. The state of the gas behind the shock wave at equi-
librium may be calculated exactly by use of the well-known Raakine-Hugoniot
equations for any given atmosphere_ density, and shock-wave velocity.
Examples of such calculations are given in Ref. 22. This capability makes
•. it possible not onlyto predict the spectral distribution for hypothetical
atmospheres and trajectories, but also to analyze quantitatively *the spec-
trometer data for those cases where the shock layer may be assumed to be in
equilibrium.
To better appreciate the nature of the shock compression process, consider as
an example a blunt body such as the sphere shown in the sketch preceded by a
_, _ _/'11REGtON
CONSIOERED_
J
/
,_ Sketch (b) -'.
"#- , ,
-19 -
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shock wave (which is normal to the flow on the wawe axis of symmetry) at a
velocity of 20,000 ft/sec in an atmosphere hawing a pressure of 0.01 of Earth
sea-level atmospheric pressure and a composition of 0.65 CO2 and 0.75 N2.
Behind the normal shock wave at equilibrium, according to theory, m2 the pres-
sure is 440 times greater than ambient, the temperature is approxin_tely
6.750° K, and the gas has undergone the chemical rearrangement indicated in
" Fig. 13. The carbon dioxide has all but disappeared, being replaced by dis-
sociation products CO and C; the nitrogen is partially dissociated; and some
V • 20,000 ft/sec
Pm'.Ol 3tin /CN
1.0 -_ _NO
CO2 0 C
.8
i,.- .6
u,.
_j .4 N2 "------*
0
5
0
AMBIENT BEHIND
ATMOSPHERE NORMAL SHOCK
Fig. 13 Typical Composition of Gas in Shock Layer for Nitrogen-Carbon Dioxide
: Atmosphere at_Mars Entry Velocity
new species CN and NO resulting from high temperature reactions are present
in amounts of about 1 percent. Since this chemical rearrangement is a pre-
dictable consequence of the shock compression, it does not detrac.t from the
possibility of determining the free-stream gases by observation of those in
the shock layer, except that other mixtures having the same proportions of
the same atoms in the free stream would perhaps be difficult to distinguish
from the given mixture of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, e.g., mixtures con-
taining NO and CO in the free stream. The nonequilibrium zone which exists
immediately behind the bow wave may, however, aid in making this distinction.
Given the equilibrium composition and the calculable equilibrium distribu-
tion of the various species over their energy states, one needs in addition
the transition probabilities for the radiative reactions to obtain theoreti-
cally the equilibrium radiative emission to be expected. The transition
probabilities have been determined in the laboratory for the radiative proc-
esses which must be considered here (see,_e.g., Refs. 23 and 24), and a
theoretical spectrum for the mixture discussed above is presented in Fig. 14,
taken from the calculations of Ref. 21. To avoid confusion, the data for
different band systems are presented on_ separate levels of the graph and with
_different scales. The CN radical, while present in small amounts, has, by
fa_ the brightest emission, the CN violet system. To obserwe thls bright
band system On Mars would constitute direct evidence of nitrogen in the
' atmosphere, which it thus far only speculation, and, as wlll_be shown, meas-
urement of the intensity of the band wlll_yield Inforf_tlon on the mole .,
fraction of nitrogen In the atmosphere._
" •-20-
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Fig. 14 Calculated Shock Layer Spectra
These theoretical results have been found to be generally well supported by
experiments in which small scale models are gun-launched in free flight
through selected gas mixtures and the shock layer radiation measured by sta-
tionary radiometers at a station along the flight path. 2z Three comparisons _r_
of experiment and theory are of sufficient interest and pertinence to be
included here. The first, Fig. 15, shows the theoretical mole fraction of CN i
in the shock layer compared _<iththe experimental luminous intensity of the
F
CN violet bands, plotted as a function of the fraction of C02 in the atmos-
pheric gas mixture where the remainder is nitrogeL. In mixtures r_nging from
ptzre nitrogen to p_e carbon dioxide_ the luminous intensity is found to vary
in proportion to the quantity of CN in the shock layer. The data were taken _,"
from Ref. ]o, the mole fractions of CN from Ref. 22.
• ."
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Fig. 15 14ixture Dependence of CN Violet Radiation
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Two observations obtained by Ellis Whiting of A_.es Research Center supply
absolute evidence of the identity of the CN violet bands in the shock layer.
One, included as an inset of Fig. 14, is an oscilloscope record o_ the output
of a sweeping monochrom_tor with a resolution of about 15A of the radiation
from the shock layer between 4100 _ud 4200A. The theory for ,-.hecorrespo_-ling
CN violet side bs_id is reproduced under the oscilloscope trace, and has, within
the limit_ of the resolution, umuistskably the same detailed features a_ the
experiment. The second obs_rvation_ a photographic spectrum is r_roduced in
Fig. 16. This picture 3 obtained as the shock layer of a small model flew past
the entrance slit of the spectrogrs@h_ had an exposure time of less than a
microsecond, but this was sufficient to record the CN violet system. None of
the other spectral features was bright enough to expose.
THEORY, CN VIOLET BANDS
,,v.-,IILlU,,v-oltlll ,,v.,ll
J " _k
h
J ")'//J_. •
. _
Fig. 16 Photographic Spectrum of Radiation From the Shock Lsyer of a Model
Flying at a Velocity of 21,100 ft/sec in a 0.09 COe - 0.91 N2 Mixture
.
Figure 15 shows that for mixtures of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, a measure-
ment of the luminous intensity will identify the mole fraction of carbon
dioxide as being one of two possible values. A record of the band intensity
as a function of velocity along the entry _rajectory will resolve which of
these two values is correct, as shown in Fig. 17. The 9-percent and 25-percent
carbon d._oxidemixtures have the same emission at about 19,000 ft/sec, but at
other velocities differ by sizable factors. Plotting such an experimental
trace and comparing it with theoretical traces fo_" v_rious mixture ratios
would permit the identification of the atmospheric mixture proportionS.
If nitrogen is absent from the atmosphere, or if other gases are important
constituents, much can still be learned from the spectrometric experiment.
The demonstration that nitrogen is not a major atmospheric constituent ....."
be in itself a v_luable negative result. O_her gases likely to be constit-
uents include argon and nitrogen oxides. With nitrogen oxides, the increased
ratio of oxygen to nitrogen atoms' in the shock l_yer will enhance the mole ,_i_
fraction of NO at equilibriu m, and a detector to observe the NO gamma band sys-
tem would permit the observation of this enhsncement. The addition of _rgon i
• increases the shock layer temperature at a given flight veaocity. The temper-
ature can be measured spectroscopically, but whether this _uld be an accurate _ ..
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Fig. 17 Trajecto__,_Dependence of _$ Violet Radiation
enough indication of the mole fraction of argon remains to be determined.
Equally promising is the shi_ to lo_er velocities in the peak of the _'_{violet
band intensity due to the addition of argon, 19 again an effect of inc_.eased
temperature. Thus, by dete__mnation of the ratio of ll2/CO2 and the velocity,
: for peak emission, the mole fraction of argon may be defined. Also not to be
overlooked is the dir6ct observation of a bright argon line _th a D2,_row band
detector. Some of these techniques :_illrequire further detailed study.
The effects of nonequilibrium chemistI"j"and thermodyrmmics behind the shock
wave :rillbe important for some conditions. The introduction of none%uilibrimn
_ processes forces an increased dependence on laboratory experiments to replace
theory for interpretation of the data. Such experiments can be performed in
shock tubes _:_thboth the density and velocity conditions of flight duplicated.
_: This permits the study in detail of the spatial variation of radiation behind
the -:'ave.Measurements of this kind reported in Ref. 20 as well as those in
Ref. 21 show that the spectral distribution of radiation is very much the same
for equilibri'mm and nonequilib_-ium regions, i.e., the principal radiators are
_ the same. The fact that such laboratory facilities exist to duplicate the
conditions and provide experimental assistance in the interpretation of the
!ata, both before and after the flight test, is of great value in the conduct
of such planetary e;_eriments.
CONCLUDING RE_AR.KB _
The detailed studies which have been described were intended to indicate the _._
feasibility and the promise of experiments making use of entry probe responses
to _efine the structural and compositional features of the Mars' atmosphere. _
As wi_h any undertaking of meas1_ements of other than the most elementary
nat,,_e, numerous features are fo_id which require thoughtful and detailed con- _
sideration and demand correctness of approach in order for the experiments to _
succeed. However, no features have been found which would prevent the suc- _
cessful measurement of the _rs' atmosphere , or that of other planets, by these
-23-
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techniques, and the information obtained would be most valuable, and, in
.zomerespects, difficult to obtain by other techniques. Further efforts
_re being applied to treat questions which may still exist.
:_OTATIOU
a acceleration
A frontal _rea
cF specific heat at constant pressure
CD drag coefficient
CF resultant force coefficient
CL_ lift-curv_ slope
d bod_;diameter
D drag force
frequency
F resultant gasdynamic force
g acceleration due to gravity
h altitude
_. gas enthalpy
i
ht tropopause altitude
H atmospheric scale height
L 1I"ft force
m entl7 probe mass ..
M Mach number
p pressure-
Pt pitot pressure
1,
P presstre coefficient
q dynamic pressure
R gas constant
Re Reynolds number
t time
T gas _emperatur e
V_ velocity
• L
x co(_rdinate along body axis
X gasdynamic force along body axis _ "
y coordinate normal to bodY axis
g
-_Y gasdynam!c_force normal to body axis
+
k' :5
, ,'J j
"I9660"I0208-024
A,j, angle of attack
c_ angle of sideslip;J
5 flow deflection angle at body surface
A increment _ue to error or to oscillation
7 ratio of specific heats of atmospheric gases
h wavelengt h
_ tan -z L/D
o gas density
e flight-path angle below horizontal
Subscripts
o zero altitude
d bas e,[on diamet er
E entry into the atmosphere
based on length
T
s in flight direction
x along body axis --
y normal to body axis
ambient atmosphere _
J
L
3
• "_ 0
t.
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